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Bessot, Annie and Camiti, Claude. UNE ETUDE SUR L'APPROCRE DU NOMBRE

: PAR L'ELEVE DU COURS PREPARATOIRE. Educational Studies in Mathematics

` 9:. 17-39; February 1978.

Abstract and comments prepared for by GERALD A. GOLDIN,

Northern Illinois University.

1. yUroose

This study explores some of the processes used by children in under-

standing natural numbers. The children are of ages 6 and 7, enrolled in

the Coure Preparataire (C.F.). The following questions are asked: (1)

What procedures are spontaneously used in order to construct a net

equivalent to a given set; or, alternatively, to construct a set having'

more elements than a given set? (2) Are some procedures more frequently

end/or more successfully employed than others? (3) How are the answers

to these questions affected by schooling and by the child's psychogenetic

devsfipment?

2. Rationale

In discussing the understanding of natural numbers, it is widely

recognized that three numerical "domains" may be distinguisLed, eadh

with its awn specific preferred method: (a) whole numbers from 0 to 6,

global perception; () whole numbers from 7 to 20 or 25, one-to.one

correspondence; (c) whole numbers above 20 or 25, correspondence by

regrouping (paquet par paquet). This study is intended to provide more

detail concerning the processes employed in understanding the second of

these numerical domains.

3. Research Design and Procedures

WM tasks are used in this study, in individual structured inter-

views with the dhildien. In Task A, 15 red dhips (jetons) are spread

out on the table by the experimenter. The child has a container with 25

blue dhips, and is asked to "Take out as many blue chips as there are

red Chips." If the child takes all the blue chipsp.or does not respond

to the question (fait n'importe quoi), or does nothing at all, the

instruction is repeated with the additional. phrase, "If you wish, you
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may touch the red chips." Whatever the outcome, the child is next

asked, "Are you sure that you have as many blue chips as red chips?"

Those children wto are not sure, or who arg sure but are in fact

wrong, are then asked to check their results (some Children check

their resulta spontaneously).

In Task B, 18 yellow chips are placed on the table; the child again

has 25 blue chips. This time the instruction is, "Take,more blue chips

than there are yellow chips." If the child does not respond to t

question or does nothing at all, the instructimm is repeated with the

phrase, "If you_wish, you may touch the yellow thips." Whatever the

outcome, the child is next asked, "Are you sure^that there are more

blue Chips than yellow Chips?" and in the event of a simple "Yes," the

Child is asked, "How do you know?"

The tasks are accompanied by a record sheet which is filled out

during the interview. On this sheet the behavior of,the Child at eadh

step is classified in one of several possible categories, based on the

method employed or the response given to a question. For example, in

Task A, when the child is asked to "Take as many blue chips as there are

/ red dhips," the investigator makes a note as to whether or not the

arrangement of red chips is tOdifiJdr Then the method used by the child

is listed as one of fhe following: counting; correspondence by regroup.

ing (par paquets); pairwise correspondence; superposition; arrangement

in fading rows; taking all of the blue chips; doing something elge

(reimporte quoi); doing nothing; or other (described). The success or

lack of success of the Child at each step is also reCorded.

The tasks are administered to 121 dhildren in six different C.F.--

four urban, one rural, and one in a small industrial town. Most of the

tables report the outcomes descriptively, in terms of the number of

children who succeed or fail at each step on each tank, the number who

employ each strategy on each task, and so forth (see below). Some of

the outcomes are examined by means of 2x2 contingency tables, and chi-

square tests of significance are used--for example, to determine whether

the Choice of method (counting vs. one-to-one correspondence) influences

success on the task, whether initial success is associated with die

child's expressed certainty of success, and, so forth.

6



Findings

On Task A, 52 of the 121.Children succeeded and 69 did not succeed

in constructing a set equAvalent to the given set. Among the 52 who

succeeded, there were 48 who were sure of their results; among the 69

who did not succeed, only 44 were sure of their results. Fortp-two

of the 69 dhildren were able to correct their initial constructions

Oen asked to verify their results; the remaining 27 may be said to

have completely failed the task, either because of complete lack of

comprehension of the instruction "as many as" ("autane), or because

of the inability to find or to carry out an applicable strategy,

On Task B, 81 children succeeded unaMbiguously in constructing a..

set larger than the given set; AIother 24 satisfied-the condition of

the task without it being possible to establidh whether this was due

to global perception or to chance; and 16 failed to construct a set

having more elements than the given sec. Only 3 of the 52 children

who succeeded on Task A failed on Task B; while 18 of the 27 children

who failed completely on Task A succeeded on Task B.

On Task A, only 31 of the 121 dhildren spontaneously manipulated

the red dhips; 21 of these succeeded in the task on the first instruc-

tion. Of the 90 children who did not spontaneously manipulate the red

chips, only 22 succeeded in the task at this point. The instruction,

"If you wish, you may touch the red chips," was only given to the 48

dhildren who evidenced no strategy; 12 of these now-manipulated the

red chips, and 5 of the 12 succeeded in the task, while of the 36 who

still did not manipulate the red chips, only 4 succeeaed in the taik.*

A dhi-square test on the 121 subjects indicated that manipulation of

the red dhips was associated with success on the task at a .01 levial

of significance.

Similarly on Task B, manipulation of the yellow chips appeared to

be associated with success.

On Task A4 the following main relevant strategies were employed

by a total of 92 children: counting (51). one.to-one correspondence

(37), and correspondence by regrouping (4). One-tonone correspondence

*Those who refer to the original paper may wish to note that in Table

II (cont.), the headings oui and non of the cOlumns appear tobe reversed.
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VMS further broken down into ariangement in facing rows (8), super-

position (5), and other pairwise correspondence (24).- Of the 80

students who carried out." verification of their result'on Task A,

the strategies used were: counting (41), ones-toe-one corresiondence

(25), correspondence by regrouping (3), and others (11).

On Task B, 82 children used strategies4hich could be classified

under the above headings, with a slightly different ordpt of frequency;

one-to-one correspondence (44), counting (36), correspondence by regroup.

ing (2). In addition, 26 students used the strategy of emptying the

whole container of blue chips.

On Task A, there was a relationship between strategy used and

success (p< .10). Twenty-ftve of the 37 children)who toed one-to-one

correspondence succeeded on the task, and 25 of the 51 children who used

counting suc,zeeded. There WAS n* signifiéant relationship between etre-

tegy used and the expression of certainty by the child. There wse a

significant association. (p<.01) between success on Task A and the

expression of certainty by the child.

Finally, there was found to be a considerable degree of consistency

in the strategies used within each task, as well as from Tadk A to Task

B. Fifty-one of the 121 children used the same strategy from begtmning

to end.

5. Interpretations

The resistance of many children to touching the chips on the teble

spontaneously is noteworthy. This is a possible consequence of teaching

practices, and is especially unfortunate because of the strong associa-

tion observed between manlpulation and success on the tasks.

The children's greater success on Task B may result either (a) from

the possibility that the concept "more" is better understood than the

concept "as many ms," or (b) from learning which takes place during Task

A, or (c) from the fact that a processing error (e.g., miscounting) does

not lead to failure on Task B as surely as it would on Task A.

A measure of the "operationality" of a method is defined to be ehe

number of children using the method successfully, divided by the total

number using the method. One-to-one correspoidence has a greater

8
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operationality (0.67) than doss counting (0.49) for this population,

in the given numerical domain (for which one--to..one correspondence was.

Identified in the rationale as the preferred method). Operationalities

of methods were not compared for Tank B, since here a method could .Xead

to a correct answer even when used incorrectly (e.g., counting),

Mere children used one-to.-one correspondence than used counting on

Task Bp in contrast to Task A. This may resat either (a) from the fact

that school instruction stresses counting mainly in the context of deter-

mining the cardinality of a given set, or (b) from now-amatory by C.P.

children of the order relationship among numbers of this magnitude.

Abstractor's Comments

Among the strengths of this study are (1) its delineation of a set

of alternative methods or strategies for carrying out the two tasks, and

(2) the creation of a structured interview framework for observing,

recording in detail, and comparing the effects of strategy usage. The

strategies identified appear to be widely used by children at this age

level; thus we have the prospect of comparing their usage frequencies

and operationalities for other populations and other numerical domains.

An important question in evaluating this study is that of the

reliability of the classification of behaviors by the experimenter. We

are not provided with detailed definitions of the behaviors which were

recorded--for example, without a definition for "manipulation" of the

dhips on the table, it is unclear whether children who counted those

chips by pointing at them were considered to have "Imenipulated" them.

There is also no mention of any attempt to cross-check the classification

of behaviors; for example, by having them scored independently by more

than one observer during the course of the interview. From the informs..

tion provided it would probably be quite difficult to replicate this

study with .confidence that the same strategies were being recorded.

The major difficulty with the studs is one's inability to drsw

conclusions from the data. In this experiment we have a single pair

of taska in a fixed sequence, and a mixed population-of children with*

a variety of instructional histories. Consequently, when one strategy

is observed to be used more frequently or more effectively than another,

Irk

9
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far

it is Auriori impossible to determine whether the effect is,due to

(a) dharacteristics of the tasks or their sequence, or (b) character's

istics of the population, such as age or developmental level, or (t)

the instructional histories of the children,

TO elaborate on this point, consider the finding that counting

was less operational than one-to-one correepondence. On the surface

this appears to be a statement about the Children's development, How-

ever, in a strictly logical sense, one can argue that counting Is the

performance of two successive one.to-one correspondencest first the

correspondence of the chips on the table with the standard sounds for

the numbers, then the correspondence of the sounds with the Chips taken

from the child's container. The probability of success isperforming

the operation twice might be expected approximately to equal the square

of the probability of success in performing the operation once; and

indeed 0.49 is quite close to the square of 0.67. This kind of analy-

sis seeks to attribute the finding to the intrinsic structure of the

task. A compelling argument could also be made for attributing the

finding to the nature of the school instruction which the Children had

received up to the point in the year when the study vas conducted (the

end of the second trimester of the school year).

The authors of the paper are careful not to draw unjustified con-

clusions. More meaningful interpretations of the findings would have

been possible if the experimental design had permitteesome variables

to take on a range of values while others were held constant. For

instance, the tasks could have been administered in the opposite order

(rask B first) to half of the population; or an equal number of dhild-

ren could have performed the same tasks but with a larger number of

chips; or the identical procedures could have been followed with

children at distinct levels of schooling. The absence of any such

experimental variable limits the conclusions whiCh can be drawn.

Despite this severe'limitation, the report is instructive and informa-

tive, and should motivate additional research into the factors

influencing children's strategies.

10
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Brown, John Seely and Burton, Richard R. DIAGNOSTIC MODELS FOR..

PROCEDURAL BUGS IN BASIC MATHEMATICS SKILLS, Cambridge, Messachu-.

setts: Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc:, Deceisber 1977. ERIC:

ED 159 036.

Abstract and comments prepared for by GEMMEL BRIGHT,
Northern Illinois university.

1. Purposet

The trepan presents an application of a computer-based procedure

for developing diagnostic models of chatAren's errors with computa-

tional algorithms. Subtraction of whole :limbers is the applicatioA

chosen. The report is not primarily an empirical investigation, but

rather is a development of a tool for diagnosing students' difficul-

ties.

Rationale

The term, diagnostic model, is used "to mean a representation of

a student's procedural knowledge or skill that depicts his internali-

zation of a skill as a variant of a correct version of that skill."

A diagnostic modelkfor a student's errors is identified by camputer

analysis of the errors. The computation algorithm (e.g., subtraction)

is analyzed into subskills (subprograms) which can be called up as

needed. This list of subprograms is then expanded to imclude erroneous

variants (bugs) which may be used by students to obtain incorrect

answers. These bugs may be identified through theoretical analysis

or analysis of student's work. A student's problem can be diagnosed

by comparing her/his answers to those produced by the bugs so identi-

fied. The bug that reproduces the student's anglers would model a

probable cause of the student's difficulty.

Several levels of variants can be handled in this model, Simple

errors (e.g., subtracts smaller digit from larger) can be identified,

and these simple errors can be combined (e.g., 0-N=N AND stops borzow-

ing at zero). The extent of analysis which can be carried out by

computer is greater than could be done by an individual.
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3. Research Design and Procedures

The procedures have been adaiited to a quasi-simulation setting in

which the computer acts as an errant student and an individual tries

to diagnose the bug. The individual presents problens to the computer

which computes according to the selected errant behavior. When the

individual believes a diagnosis is'achieved, the computer presents five

problems which fhe individual-is then to compute according to the

errant behavior. If the responses are consistent with the errant

behavior, the true error is identified by the computer so the indi-

vidual can check the diagnosis. If not, the individual presents more

problems to the computer to help rediagnose the errant behavior.

This simulation was used with preservice teachers (for about 1 1/2

hours) and with seventh- and eighth-grade students (free use during a

school term). No further details about experimental procedures were

given.

The procedure was also applied to a data base of 1325 fourth-

fifth-, and sixth-grade Nicaraguan students. These students had

previously been tested on simple and complex addition and subtraction

problems, but only the subtraction results were analyzed. Single bugs

and pairs of bugs were identified.

4. Findings

Anecdotal data'are provided for the experiment with preservice

teachers. The details of the experimental results are referenCed.

Exposure to the procedure improved subjects' abilities to detect

regular patterns of errors.

No data for the seventh- and eighth-graders are reported.

A total of 60 single bugs were Oentified for the Nicaraguan

students. In addition, 270 pairs of\bugs were identified whose

CIsymptomsft were different from thcse of the single bugs and differedt

from each other. The single and double bugs were used to categorize

students according to "likely" explanations of difficulties. Although

the classification was completed, there was no opportunity to follow

up with the students to verify the diagnoses.
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5. Interpretatxons

One projected use for the procedure is to determine how well a

test can diagnose errors. That is, if two bugs produce the same

answers for the problems on a test, then the tent cannot distinguish

among these as explanations for the.errors. Identifying bugs uniquely

is clearly a desirable trait of dlignostic tests,

9

Abstractorls'ComMents

The pa.lr is obviouslyppial of those abstracted in ME,

It is 'basically a feasibility"study of a computer procedure for cue.

gorizing students' errors according to possible explanations of the

causes of those errors. As such it is quite convincing,

'The major difficulty in applying the procedures outlined would

seem to be the expense in time and effort to generate appropriate

computer programs for each algorithm of interest; there are many

algorithms for which one might want to diagnose errors. -Conceptually,

- the ideas seem fairly straightforward., .The procedure would seei to

have important potential as part of real-time, interactive, computer-

based tutoring systems.

I would like to see.a diagnostic test developed for ubtraction

which would be able to diagnose uniquely the bugs identified by.the

authors. Of particular iaterest would be the number of problems

gm*

required. Field-tests of the test would also be of considerable

interest to many mathematics educators.
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pamarin, Suzanne K. CONJUNCTIVE INTERPRETATIONS OF LOGICAL CONNECTIVES:

: REPLICATION OF RESULTS USING A NEW TYPE OF TASK. Journal for Research

! Ln Mathematics Education 8: 231-233f May 1977.

Abstract and comments prepared for IX.E. by'NICHOLAS A. BRANCA,

San Diego State University.

1. Purpose
0

examine prospective element ry school teachers' interpietations of

connectives when they appear in single statements concerning mathe-

relations.

To

logical

matical

2. Rationale

-Earlier studies repoTt contrasting findings on subjects' performance

on inference tasks (O'Brien, Shapiro, and Reali, 1971;4Damarin, 1977).

10 Research Diaign and Procedures

An eight-item test consisting of four 'two-question subtests on each

of four connec,ives (conjunction, disjunction, conditional, and bicondi-

tional) was aOinistered to 65 preseivice elementary school teachers.

Itens were scored 1 if correct and 0 if incorrect or omitted. Means,
!,

standard deviations, and reliability estimates were computed for each

subtest and the statistics and error patterns were examined. The.analy-

sis was repeated after scoring thi iteis as if they-were all conjunctions.

Ist

4. Findings.

Means, Standard Deviati and Reliabilities for 2-Item Tests

Connective Mean SD Tetrachoric r

Conjunction 1.94 .52 .95
Disjunction .60 .74 .8o
Conditional .05 .28 .65

Biconditional .08 .37 .93
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Statistics for 2.1tem Tests Scored for Conjunctive Interpretation

Ctrective Mean SD Tetrachoricr

'Coq unction 1.94 .52 .95

7 :Die ction .78 .85 .91

-Cond tional .1.71 .52 .94

Biconditional 1.80 .48 .97)

5. Inte retations

thin the context of elementary school mathematics, preservice ele-

mentary teaChers have a better understanding of the inclusive "or" than of

implication. Most subjects consistently treated,the conditional and bi-

conditional as if they were conjunctions and 17 of the 65 subjects inter.

preted the disjunctive "or" that way. Fifteen subjects treated the dis.

junctive "or" in a manner consistent with the logical "inclusive or."

40 .

Abstractor's Comments

The major question.regarding this study is its generalizabiAty to

both subjects and content. The test items were specific to odd and even

numbers and cannot be said to represent the context of elementary mathe-

matics. -The subjects were preservice elementary school teachers enrolled

in the first of two required Mathematics courses. Their background in

logic is not described, yet the interpretation of the results depends

on whether the test was administered before or after exposure to this

content. If the subjects had no exposure to logic concepts (as one would

assume from the report of the s&idy), then their tendency to treat the

conditional and biconditional as equivalent to the conjunction is under-

. standable.

We.
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Erlidh, Oded and Shavelson, Richard J. THE SEARCH FOR CORRELATIONS BETWEEN

'
MEASURES OF TEACHER BEHAVIOR AND STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT: MEASUREMENT PROBLEM,

CONCEPTUALIZATION PROBLEM, OR BOTH? Journal of Educational Measurement

15: 77-89, Summer 1978._

Abstract and comments prepared for I.JM,E. by JOHN DOSSET,

Illinois State University: ,,)

1, Purpose

The purposes of the study were "(a) to provide data bearing on the

generalizability of measures of teacher behavior-over several facets of

their measurement, and (b) to determine whether the lack of significant

correlations between measurements of teadher behavior and student achieve-

ment is due to problems in the generalizability of their measuremept, in

their conceptualization, or both."

2. Rationale

With the advent of operationally defined variables in th2 stild:- of '

teac4ng, several attempts have been made to find significant correlar .

tions between various seasures of teacher behavior and student outcomes.

The resulting low correlatiOns indicate that teaching acts or teaching

effects on student achievement are unstable for the most part (Shavelson

and Dempsey-Atwood, 1976). To understand the reasons behind these low

correlations, generalizability theory (Cronbach, Gleser, Nanda, and

Rajarathnam, 1972) is applied to the analysis of the data fromone such

study. This results in a set of teacher behavior'variables which can be

reliably measured over occasions and raters in studies of teacher effects,

3. Research Design and Procedures

The study analyzed samples of 10 fifth-grade teachers' behavior in

instructing their reading and mathematics classes. This was a reanalysis

of some data which had been collected in the Beginning Teacher Evaluation

Study. Each teacher was observed on three different days (occasions).

On each of these days, both the 40-minute reading and mathematics classes

were taped (subject matter). These video tapes were then rated by apanel

of observers on a cluster of teaching behaviorS (raters).



The video tapes were,coded with respect to both the frequenty of

particular teaching behaviors and global aspects of the teaching per-

formances. The resulting data were structured for analysis using the

following five clusters of teacher behavior variables: (a) presentation

of content, (b) teacher questions, (c) teacher feedback and classroom.

management, (d) interpersonal behavior, and (e) global ratings.

' Due to the small number of teachers, raters, and occasions, the

data were checked for congruence in the error square nagnitude with the

data from the previous Shavelson and Dempsep-Atwond study to prevent the

interpretation of the spurious effects of some chance variation. The

data were then analyzed by a computer program developed by the authors

which split the variance into the universe licore variance and three

sources of error variance: the teachen-occasion interaction confounded

with occasion variability, the teacher-rater interaction, and the

teacher-rater-occasion interaction confounded with the rater-occasion

interaction'and unidentified sources of error. These error sources were
0-

labeled as the COr.term, 119-term, and El.term respectively.

A particular teacher behavior variable was labeled ii generalizable

if its relative universe score variance exceeded 0.10. This coefficient

of generalizability is likened to the index of reliability in classical

test theory. These coefficients were computed across the 10 teachers,

4 raters, and 3 occasions. a

4. Findinv

Within the cluster of teaching behaviors called presentation of

content, only one of the 10 variables was judged generalizable. This

MIS the variable called "giving an explanation." Its error variation

was almost entirely explained by the E-term (89 percent). Since it was

the only variable in this cluster judged generalizable, no pattern could

be established for its measurement. The instability of the'lother varia-

bles in the cluster agreed with the earlier Shavelson and iempsey-Atwood

findings.

In the secondcluster, teacher questions, three-of the seven

variables were judged generalizable. These variables were "asking for

an answer," "asking if iniermation was underaOod," and "asking for
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agreement." The el. or for these three variables war due to the.46term

i and the E-term and not to the Rrterm. Hence these variables can be

measured reliably with a :moderate number of occasions. This finding

was in partial fgreement with the Shavelson and Dempser-Atwood study.

In the teadher feedback and classroom management end control

cluster, the variables were divided tnto the subcategories of positive,

neutral, and negative feedback. The analysis of the first subcategory

showed that three of the positive feedbadk variables were generalizable

(Pimple knowledge of results, elaborated knowledge of results, and posi

tive phyeical feedback). The pittern of error variation thawed an even

distribution of each of the sources, indicating that these variables can

be reliably measured with a mintmal number of raters and occasions. In

the neutral and negative feedback subcategories, the variables exceeding

the 0.10 criterion did not have patterns,wbich would allow the.explanaw.

tion of the'conditions under which they would be generalizable. Again

these findings generally agreed with those of the earlier study.

Five of-the interperson*1 befiavior variable* were judged am being

generalizable. The first group, called probing behaviors, were: "direc-

tions to child to elaborate with knowledge of results," "asking for

development of a response," and "direction to try again." The pattern

of the sources of error variation for these measures was evenly distri-

buted across the sources of error variation. Hence these measures can

be reliably made with a reasonable number of raters and occasions.

The two variables labeled generalizable in the non-probing subcategory

had the majority of their variation due to the E-term. In order to

increase the generalizability of these measures, additional study would

have to be made of the sources behind the magnitude of the E-term.

In the global rating cluster, several variables were judged as being

generalizable. For' most of these the source wee the 01-term and the R-

term, with relatively low contributions due to the E-term. These find-

ings suggest that the global behaviors can be reliably measured with a

reasonable number of raters and occaeions. These findings also agreed

with the earlier study on the generalizability of 4te global variables.

s
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5. Interpretations

The study of the findings concerning variables labeled as non-

generalizable in studies nf teadher behaviors and student outcomes in

general shows a pattern of inconsistent correlations. The few cases

where this is not the case need to be examined closer to see if the

problem resides in the measerement procedures employed or in the con-

ceptualization of the variables. The study of the findings showing

consiitent non-zero correlations in studies of teacher behavior and

student outcomes tend to be on variables labeled here and in the

previous study as being generalizable measures.

, Before additional spidies of correlations between teacher variables

and student outcomes are made, the generalizability of the various

measures needs to be examined with respect to the number of raters and

occasions necessary to make any kind of generalizable statements. In

cases of non-generalizable variables, the cause for the new.

generalizability needs to be examined. I. it due to the conceptuali-
. .

zation of the vari;ble or the measurement process or possibly both?

Abstractoes Comments

The present study was well done. The authors carefully constructed

their model and pravided adequate safeguards against spurious findings.

While their numbers were low, they carefully and consistently interpreted

their findings in light of the model and the data. The results are

important and should lead to substantial reanalysis of many mathematics

education studies which have attempted to'relate teaching behavior

variables to student outcomes. As sudh, the article is a valuable con-

tribution to the literature on the development of methods for the study

of teaching and the construction of theories of classroom instruction.
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Geeslin, William E. and Sher, Albert O. AN ALTERNATTVE MODEL DESCRIBING

: CHILDREN'S SPATIAL PREFERENCES, journal for Research in Mathematics

Education 10: 57-68; January 1979.

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M,E. by EANEN FUSON,

Northwestern University,

1. Zungte

This study examined characteristics of test items used in.researching

Piaget's topological-to-Euclidean hypothesis. The hypothesis proposed in

this study was that performance will vary with the amount of distortion

of & choice item from the standard item, rather than wdth the particular

type of distortion (topological vs. Euclidean) regardleis,of its differ..

once fram the standard. A particular method of measuring the amount of

distortion in geometric figures is proposed and tested.

liationale

Previous research attempting to ascertain whether topological *con-

cepts are understood before Euclidean concepts has yielded contradictory

results. Many test items in this literature consist of a standard and

two choice items, one of which is a topological variant of the sample

item and one of which is a Euclidean variant. Subjects are asked to

choose which one of the choice items is most like the standard. The

results are examined for a shift with age from topological Choices to

Euclidean choices. However, the amount of difference between the stan-

dard item and each Choice item has been uncontrolled.

Research Design and Procedures

The standard and choice items were viewed as being composed of sets

of dots (as if they were drawn on lattice-point paper). The difference

between a standard and a choice item was defined as the number of points

required to change the choice item to the standard. A priort

ties for the selection of each variant were calculated by dividing the

number of points required for one varient by the sum_of the points

required for both variants. Topological and geometric viriants of each

standard were selected in auCh a way that the,a priori selection

20
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probabilities for the topological variant varied from .09 to .91 across

fthe ten test items. Choices were predicted to match these probabilities.

Four versions of the test were used, each version being composed of a

different random sequence of items.

The test was individually administered to 345 children from nursery

school through fourth grade. Each sample with its topOogical and

Euclidean variant wsa on an individual page. Each subject was asked to

point to the figure that,wss most like the top figura.

The correlation between the a priori selection probabilities and the

actual selections was calculated. Effects of school level (age) were

examined for the indtvidual test-items and for the test as a whole. For

Ihe individual test items, a likelihood ratio test was employed, with

significance levels determined by the chi-square approximation to -2 ln

?L(A.. the likelihood ratio). A one-way analysis of variance was run

using the sum of eadh student's responses. Likelihood ratio tests were

used for agiesging the effects of the test version, and a standavt a.

normal test was used for examining the effects of sex,

4. Findings

The Spearman rho for the correlation between the predicted choice

frequency of topological variants and the actual frequency was .97.

With the exception of one item, the star, the rank order of the items

on the actual frequency was the sane as the predicted rank order. The

frequency of choice of the topological variant was significantly differ-

ent across grade levels for four items. These differences seemed to

result primarily from performance by the nursery school subjects, which

differed from that of the older children. Except for the anomolous

item four (the star), the rank ordering of items by frequency of choice

for grades 3 and 4 and for kindergarteners MIA identical to the predicted

order, the rank ordering for second grade contained one reversal of the

predicted order, that for grade 1 contained 2 reversals, and that for the

nursery group contained 3 reversals. The age difference on the test

scored as a whole was not significant. The dhi-squite analysis on item

frequencies in different test versions WA significant for four test

items, and the ANOVA for total scores for different test versions was

*NY.
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significent. Examination of frequencies for particular items ta

different versions yielded no clear explanation, either mathematical

or psychological, of possible sources for these differences. The

different random versions happened to permit assessment of effects of

the immediately preceding item and of placement early or late in the

test. Neither of these was responsible for the differences found.

Nor war there any evidence of a right...left bias. There,were no signi-

ficant sex differences in the frequency of selection of topological

variants for particular items or for overall test scores. Posti-test

interviews in which items were given again end reasons for choices

assessed led to the identification of a small number of students at

each Age level who strongly favored either topological or Euclidean

variants across eight or more items,

5, Interpretations

The authors interpret their findings as providing strrng support"
. . AS Or

for their distortion model. They conjeCture that'the fact that the

fourth item (the star with interior lines drawn in) resulted in almost

all subjects of all ages choosing the Euclidean variant (star with

omitted interior lines), rather than the topological variant (a flower),

was an effect of familiarity with the shape. Seyeral general possible

explanations for the age differences in Choice are proposed: early

developmental Changes in perception, smaller sample size, less under-

standing of the task, minimal exposure to spatial figures. It in con-

cluded that "the youngest children responded in a somewhat different

menner," but this difference is not characterized further. The finding

of significant performance differences resulting from the sequence of

items In a teat (the version used) was cited as further support for the

idea that test items, rather than developmental differences, are

responsible for the variation in performance in such teaks.

'Abstractor's Comments

The authors' invention of an operational definition for the

difference between (or distortion of) s choice item figure and a

standard figure is rn extremely useful methodological control for

*Ma-.
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research with geometric figures. The evidence seems quite conviicing

i Chat, with the exception of familiar figures, the frequency of choice

of an item approximately matches that determined by the difference

definition. This study serves as another important reminder that task

variables must be controlled before we can make inferences about other

sources of performance differences.

This study steamed from a methodological concern with research in

this area. Avery creative way to deal with one important difficulty

.ie this area was invented. A considerable effort than went into test-

ing this method: a large sample wee indtvidually tested. However, the

authors could have given greater consideration to their findings or of

implications of their findings. The most important limitation in this

regard is with respect to the application of their definition.of

difference to previous studies. They open their paper by suggesting

Chat previous research has lacked an important test-item control, They

conclude that tbef.ramethod dqes provi4e such a control. It would have

been extremely informative and fairly stmple for the authors to have

applied their method to the figures used in the studies to which they

referred in the beginning of their paper. As it is; their paper leaves

the impression, overall, that previous researdh results on preferences

in topological or of Euclidean variants of a figure reduce simply to

being effects of the test items used. The extent to which those results

in fact stem from the nature of the items used can now be assessed by

the method proposed in this paper, but It must be used,before any conclu-

sions can be drawn, The authors' treatment of this issue seems someWhat

peculiar. They state, "If the measure can be used with previous data,

then this whole paper seems rather-pointless, The authors were in a

position not only to know whether their measure could be used with pre-

vious figures (presumably the method works vith any figures), but also

actually to do so.

Furthermore, the authors fail to discups adequately the implications

of their scaling procedure for assessing Piaget's.hypothesis. This study

has provided a way to generate test items matched fdr distortion frma the

standard. It has even provided a measure of such distortion. Studiea

can now be designed to exaline not only items:that are properly mstched,

2 3
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but also to ascertain the eff.'ct of varying the amount of distortion

(e.g., both Choices far from standarde both choices close to standard).

These considerations should have been explicitly discussed in the paper.

Instead of such a discussion, there is only the rather strange sentence:

"It may be that Piaget's assertions are valid only when variants at the

tame distortion level are used." Presumably, the poilit of their study

was to develop a 'method of determining when variants were at the same

distortion level so that Piaget's assertions could than be examined

with those distortion levels controlled (i.e., equal).

A careful consideration of other aspects of the figures night have

enabled the authors to account for their age and test version results.

The ability of figures to be labeled might be one important factor. The

existence of a label might account for the previously mentioned over .

whelming choice of the star without internal linen. It might also help

to explain performance on the sixth item, whose standard was a circle

and whose overall choice level of the pert of the circle was .10 percent

higher than the predicted probability. Another characteristic of test

items thet might be examined is the extent.to which part.whole relations

were maintained or violated. On some items, missing line segments were

in the interior of the figure, so that their omission left the whole

the same. On other items, the omission resulted in only a part of the

figure remaining. Most of the differences between the nursery school

sample and the older children seemed to be on items involving these part-

whole problems.

Finally, the authors' treatment of the age differences they found

could have been more analytical. They bad 44 subjects at the nursery

school level; they might have split that sample into high and low,(e.g.,

three- and four-year olds) age groups to pursue the age differences they

did find. They might have checked their interview data for clues about

sources of these differences. A considerable amount of data were

generated for this study, and a large investment of time went into the

collection of these individual performances. Any suggestions the atithors

might make as a result of each further examination of their data would

not carry, of course, the same weight as a study in which Characteristics

2 4
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were opecifically manipulated, but the hypotheses provided.in Bich an

examination would have been a welcome complement to the methodological

advance that is the main-contribution of this paper.

4W
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Johnson, David W.; Johnson, Roger T.; and Scott, Linda. THE EFFECTS

,
OF COOPERATIVE AND INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION ON STUDENT ATTITUDES

AND ACHIEVEMENT. Journal of Social PsyslIkkaa 104: 207-216; April

1978.

Or

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by WILLIAM NIBBELINK,

Uhiversity of Iowa.

1. 'Purpose

The.purpose was to compare learning outcomes for a "cooperative"

situation and an "individualistic" situation, using as dependent

variables: (1) attitudes toward teacher and classmates, (2) attitudes

important for socialization of students into society, and (3) achieve-

ment relative to the mathematics studied. The "cooperative" situation

involved students working in groups of four, seeking help from each

other rather than from the teacher, with the teacher'rewarding the

group as a whole. The "individualistic" situation involved students

working on their own, avoiding interaction with peers, securing help

when needed from the teacher, with the teacher rewarding the individual.
r-

2. Rationale

"While there is a great final of research comparing the relat ve

effects and correlates of cooperative and competitive goal structures,

there is an absence of research comparing cooperation and individuali-

zation." Furthermore, the homogeneous setting is usually neglected

for more integrated settings relative to the study of attitudes impor-

tant for the socialization of children into a heterogeneous society.

3. Research Design and Procedures

Of 120 fifth and sixth graders, the 30 with the highest scores .

an a mathematics test were selected and then ranked on the basis of

mathematics performance over the five preceding months. fhe first

14 even-numbered students (3 boys and 11 girls) were assigned to the

individualized condition; the other 16 (9 boys and 7 girls) to the

cooperative condition. Four cooperative groups were formed, each

consisting of a high achiever, a low achiever, and two average

2 6
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achievers from the 16. All students-were from upper.middle-hclass

howls, and, as a group, the 30 were above average academecally.

Ail students met sethe same location under the same teacher for

60 minufes of mathematics a day for 50 days, The mathematical content

was structured for use as an individuklized program and ves.new con-

tent to the students. Each day students in the cooperative condition

moved their desks together to form their groupspf fours and students

in the individualized conditions moved their desks to isolate them.

selves from other children. Data'were collected during the 50 days,

a4,Zhe end of'the.period by a posttest, an two month's lateeby a

retentitin test.

4. Find4:S

\I

"The results ihdicate that.CobOerative learning promoted more

pos tiNe atiitudes towards'heterogeneity among peers, higher self-

esteem, more-vositive attiludis-toward the teather, fellwcooperators,

and conflict; Morequiernal'Iocus of control; and higher daily achieve-

ment." .

On botb-the mathemAtics pattest apd the mathematics retention

test, the st ents in'the individualized condition did bettei when

the tests wer takeirtndividually.

5 Interpretations

Clearly, the students'involved-in the study constituted a homo-

geneous group, being whiteouiver.middle-class, high-achieving

children. "In such homogeneous settings teachers can incrs4ge student

'valuing oi ethnic, sex role, and cultural heterogeneity among peers

through structuring.sleataing situatioUs cooperativeli." AoWever,

"generalization of results is limited by the specific math materials

used, the nature of the studentsvarticip,itidg in the study, and the

size of the sample."

Abstractor's Comments

Although it is fashionable to use the student as the unit of

sampling with studihs

%
uch as this, it is queitionable. The teacher.

-.
2 7
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was clearly part of both treatments, and not equally part of both.

The authors reported ihat many in_the individualized conditiOn men-

tioned "not liking to wait for the teacher's help" and being concerned

"that they would appear dumb." Such feelings about seeking help could

have been determined in part by the teacher, which could,-in turn,

have implications for any' measure of attitude administered in that

letting.

Both groups came from an individualized condition into the contri-

tion' set up for the study. Thus, ne individualized condition was a

continuation of a condition while the cooperative conditionbrepresented

a change. The problem of differences beink in part a reaction to

dhange exista.

Administering both conditions in the same room at the same time

admits its awn batch of problems. If an analogy,is permitted, ham:.

burgers taste different when everyone is having hamburgers than when

half the faits are enjoying steak. The authors suggest that the

children who worked in groups had more positive attitudes toward

conflict than those who sat quietly alone during whatever conflicts

took place in that room. This may suggest simply that argument is

more valued by those who.argue than by those who are forced to hear it,

Also, the less positive/attitudes toward the teacher by those who sat

alone may be a reaction to being deprived of visiting others by that

person, for 50 days, while other students were encouraged to visit.

Briefly, there is a considerable risk with this study that the

measures of attitude yielded resuits peculiar to the very atypical

experimental conditions.

The study should be viewed as a pilot study which presents some

interesting questions and offers suggestions for treatment conditions

and dependent variables. General statements about the relative merits

of the "individualistic" situation and the "cooperative" situation are

not warranted.

'48
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Rutz, Ronald. AN ANALYSTS OF THE USE-0F MATH MANVULATIVE.MATEKALS

IN NORTH DAKOTA. Grand Forks,-Northlhdulta: Bureau of Educational

Research and Services, August 1977.

Abstract and comments prepared for by CLYDE A. WILES,

Indiana University Northwest.

I. Purpose

This survey study was to provide information "needed to plan better

pre and inservice mathematics programe for Elementary School Teachers.

The questions to be addressed were identified as follows (page 2):

I. What mathematics manipulative materials are currently being

used in North Dakota elementary school classrooms, and to

what extent?

2. Who is using them?

2. Rationale

The basic rationale derives from two beliefs. First, that physical

interactions of children with the environment produce mental growth and

understanding. And second, that the use of mathematics manipulative

materials (mum) has remained fairly limited in the schools. The reason

for this study was thus "the perceived discrepancy between theoretical

need for manipulative experiences and common teaching practices focusing

on the textbooks." The goal was to discover what factors affect the use

of mmm in the classroom and to design responses at the preservice or

in-service level to effect an "increased intensity and diversity in use

of mmm."

3. Research Design and Procedures

The basic design was a self-report questionnaire survey of teadher

dharacteristics, practices, and attitudes concerning mmm, a tabulation

of these data, and a series of correlations between a measure of "inten,

sity and diversity" of the use of mmm and the other factors surveyed.

Population: The population sample was all the elemetaary teachers of

North Dakota elementary schools with level 1 accreditation (approximately

1000) and enough randomly selected schools with level 2 and 3

2 9
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accreditation to provide a pool of 500 teachers from each of these levels.

A total of 2100 questionnaires were distributed to a total of 147 sdhools.

Questionnaire: The questiomiaire consisted of 21 items. The content of

the questionnaire was revtewed by seven people not directly_associated

with the surveys. The questionnalTes,were distributed to building princi-

pals of the iselected schools'. Principals were requested to give them to

their. teachers, and then collect and return the completed forms, No

attempt was made to ascertain which schools or teachers returned com,

plated forms, nor, for that matter, the proportion of responses within a

given building. The total return wee 989 (47 percent) questionnaires from

116 (79 percent) of the schools.

Data Analysis: A number of tables presented the responses by grade level

taught as well as by total. In'addition to reporting the data by item

and category, another variable was constructed. In brief, If a teacher

dhecked that mmm were used "a little," a score of 1 or-2 was determined

on the basis of the number of different kinds of mom that were used; if

a teacher checked that tom were used "quite a bitl, a score of 3 or 4 was

determined; and if a teacher Checked "very extensivelyll a score of 5 or 6

was determined on the same basis as before.

correlated with other measutes.

While several measures of correlation were computed and reported,.the

Pearson r is the statistic generally used in inferring relationships among

the measures.

This constructed variable was

4. Findings

The frequencies of the various items being used, in the order of

most to least were as follows: metric materials (72 percent), counting

dhips (45 percent), bundles of sticks (44 percent), 8 eometric construc-

tion materials (39 percent), fraction discs (37 percent), tangrams (28

percent), geoboards (23 percent), calculators 2 percent), attribute

materials (21 percent), and Cuisenaire rods (20 pe ent). Math balances,

fraction bars, "other," and Multibase Arithmetic Bars were all less

than 20 percent.

3 0
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As to the extent of use, 35 percent or the teadhers reported the

use of 2 or 3 different types of materials, and 29 percent,reported the

use of 4.or 5. Forty-eight percent .(48%) reported "little" overall ise

and only 7 percent reported "extensive" use.

Mla;y correlations with the constructed intensity-diversity measure

were significant beyond the .0001 ievel. The large sample size pro-

duced significance for r values as lowres .11.

The following correlations were commented upon by tbs author.

With respect to source of materials: Teachers Who own (.33),

construct (.25), or request (.29) materials are more likely to

use them than those who do not. But teachers with the greatest

variety of available materials (.44) are the most likely to use

them.

ilithreacttosourceofiedeaboutmaterials: The most

effective source was professional reading (.25), followed by in.-

service.(.19), graduate courses (.17), and undergraduate courses

(.16). The most significant factor, though, was the total number

of sources (.39).

With respect to teacher belief about the effectiveness of mums

There was a much higher relationship between the use of mmm and

the belief that fast (.23) or average4(.24) learners benefit from

their use, than-with the belief that slow learners do (.08). Hosp.

ever, 98 percent of the teachers believed slow learners benefited

from the use of manipulatives, rendering this factor impotent in

distinguishing anything.

Finally, use of reference books (r m .26) ana knowledge of manipuA

lative use (.25) were cited as showing notable strengths.

S. Interpretations

Conclusions (paraphrased):

1. There are many materials in the schools.

2. Extent of use is not particularly high.

3. The relationship between mmm use and learning centers is to be

expected. It is not clear if the desire to use mom produces

learning centers or conversely.
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The ladk of relationship between use of mom and special:educe.-

tion settings was disappointing.

5. Personal involve-noet by the teadhere in obtaining smot and the

apparent professionalism of teachers seem to produce the best

prediction of mom use.

6. The relattve high belief in the value of ma together with the

relattve low usage indicate a large market potential. However,

teachers seemed ill-informed about the true cost of maieriala.

Recommendations (paraphrased):

1. The faitest way to increase intensity of use of =a is to

increase the use of those already in the classroom.

2. Since personal involvement in procurement of mem ia related to

use, classes for teacher& at every level should include mom

packages,

3. Since perso4,nal reading Is related to use of sou, efforts should

be directed to increase the use of journals such as the Arith-

natio Teacher.

4. Support should be provided for the development of learning

centers.

5. Further research that better defines the .Construct "extent of

use" of mom should be undertaken.

Abstractor's Comments

This statue study was well done and does provide information that

can aid in the planning of in-service and preservice comrses. The author

was obviously aware of the difficulties azisociated with sudh studies and

took steps to avoid them. The limitations of the various procedures were

recognized for the most part, and the implications appropriately res.

tricted. But the study le not without its problems.

1. There is no justification presented 'for the use of r when it

seems that the Spearman Rho would have been'the preferred statis-

tic to measure relstionships between what are at most ranked

32



measures. The Rho is clearly more conservative and the sample

size provided au overwhelming amount of statistical power.

2. The prdbable effect of the special sample and the probable

effect of the principals' input to the teachers was not

addressed adequately. While it, seems likely that such effects

would tend to inflate the apparent usage of ummt how this might

affect the other variables and the correlationi is not at all

clear.

3. While implicit in the title and setting, there is some question

about the generalizability of relationships observed in North

Dakota to other places such as the Chicago area, for an extreme

-- example.

4. The selection of manipulativea the teachers were to choose from

included calculators and metric measures. Traditional measu'ring

devices,such as rulers, pints, quarts, etc., were not included.

Furthermore, no teacher was reported to have listed these in the

"other" categdry While this is not a criticism of the study,

it is curious.

The author calls for additional research using more clearly defined

variables relating to the extent of use of mrion. This seems necessary if

we are to respond adequately to the in,service needs of teachers. I

would add that such investigations in other settings are also in order,

Of course, status findings of relationship do not indicate causation.

While the data do suggest valid diregtions for in-service work, they do

not demonstrate that the systematic inclusion of such thing' as manipula.

tive packages and subscriptions to the Arithmetic Teacher wvuld actually

produce the desired effect. Even more interesting than the mere use of

mos in the classroom, though, is the ptobable effective use of such

materials.

In summary, it is this reviewer's opinion that, Adis the recommends.

time as presented are supported by the data, care must be taken to pro.

vide adequate theoretical frameworks for the use oCbmm in the Classroom.

/le experimental evidence that was the starting point for this purvey
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involves the use of mum in carefully structured ways. Va not *wars

of a body offtresearch that indicates eke mere inclusion, of mmerin the

curriculum is associatedvith or productive of efficient learning,

However, the study WA well done, presents interesting data,and is yell

worth the consideration of those who are involved with the training of

teachers of elementary school mathematics.

4.



Leah, Richard and Mierkiewicz, Mins (Editors). RECENT RESEARCH CON-

CERNING THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPATiAL ANDHGEOMETRIC CONCEPTS. Columbus,

Ohio: ERIC Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics, and Environmental

Education, MWy 1978. ERIC: ED 159 082.

Abstract and comments prepared for by MICHAEL MITCHELMORE,

University of the West Indies, Jamaica.

1. Content

This boak contains eleven research rpers and three review articles

concerning the learning of spatial and geometric concepts from infancy

to college age, together with an introduction by the editors and a

summary by Arthur Coxford. All the studies were completed in the 1975-

76 academic year by members of the Space and Geometry Working Group of

the Georgia Center for the Study of Learning and Teaching MWthematics,

2. BaCksround

The Space and Geometry Working Group is one of nine working groups

set up after a series of researdh workshops organized in 1975 at the

University of Georgia. The group meets several times a year to identify

important issues, formulate researchable questions, plan research pro-

jects, and communicate results. It is believed that such collaboration

will lead to studies which are "more basic, more to the heart of the

matter, and consequently more important," that more complex issues can

be investigated, and that the optimal time for communication between

researdhers is while projects are being planned..

3. Brief Abstracts

Studies.concerning pre-operational concepts

In the first paper, Lesh and Mierkiewicz review the distinction

between perceptual and conceptual processes, and relate both of these

to the constzuction of imocies. They consider how a percept is extracted

from ihe viava1 array, emphalizing the influence of the observer's repre-

sentational eystem, and briefly discuss visual scanning, the role of

perceptual activity, and the interpretation of aMbiguous figures.

Finally, the tern: "image" is defined, characteristics of "good" images

35
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as multifaceted symbols are described, and the relation ofimageiy to

perception and conception is discussed.

Leah is also the author of the second paper. He classified 169

kindergarten children into five operational ability levelp in seriation.

All children were shown a trianguler array of six poker-chips which they

were then asked to reproduce or recognize one week and six months later.

Scores on the criteria tasks were closely associated with Barley:An level.

There was a significant improvement in scores from one week to six months,

but it was confined to the second and third lowest serietion levels. '

'The author suggests that the encoding and decoding phases of memory are

both influenced by the subject's oierational ability, and that those

whose scores Improved had encoded the arra, correctly, were unable to

decode it at one week, but had developed sufficiently to be able to

decode it more accurately at six months,

Fuson and Murray tested 96 children aged two to *ix years from two

backgrounds on the haptic recognition, construction (usinelarge or amall

sticks) and drawint of small (palm...size) models of a circle, triangle,

square, and diamond, The hypothesized orders of difficulty for haptici.

construction-drawing and circle..square..triangle.4iamond were strongly

confirmed. Almost all children haptically identified all figures by

3,6 years, Over two-thirds constructed the square by age 4,0, the

triengle by age 5,0, and the diarond by 6.0, However, even at 6.0.years,

less than one-third were able to draw any shape other than the circle

accurately. Implications and secondary results are discussed extensively.

MUsick gave 142 children aged 31/2 to 9 years a variety of movement

tasks intended to highlitht the symmetry of distance measurement. In

some tasks, the Child walked, ran, or jumped across and back between two

points, sometimes carrying a load; in others, the child or the investi-

gator moved a doll. Children were asked to judge and justify the equality

of the two'distances. There was no significant difference in performance

between Child and doll tasks, or between participant or observer tasks;

however, performance following walking was significantly superior to that

following running and jumping. The results are intdtpreted in relation

to the role of activity in spatial learning.

VOW!
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In the final paper in this section, thinkweig summarizes the Klein-

Erlanger Progrmm, reviewing basic concepts and results pertaining to the

groups of motions and similarities, the affine and projective groups,

and the group of homeomerphisms. BA then considers'aome aspects of

research on space and geometry from: the Klein viewpoint.

St.j4._salseaearnintransitional stages from concrete to formal

4 operations

(1) Four studies in this section concern rigid motions. Thomas

gave 50 students from Grades 1, 3, 6, 9, and 11 three tasks.

In the first, students indicated whether lengths on thp image

were equal to corresponding lengths on the original fjpgure;

in the second, they.located points on an image corresponding

to a given point on the original figure; and in the third,

they predicted the images of given letters of the alphabet.

All three tasks invoi;ed a variety of 'slides, flips,and

turns. On the first task, most students seemed to believe

length WAS invariant under flips and turns, but classical

non-conservers of length tended to believe length changed

under slides. In the second task, while most first graders

chose the correct side even though the distance was often

wrong, many third graders chose the nearest vertex, Perr.

formance on the third task was strongly influenced by*the

symmetry of the letter used; Grade 3 performed significantly

lower than Grades 6, 9, and 11.

Schultz asked 270 children aged six to ten years to predict

the outcome of various slides, flips, and turns demonstrated

by the investigator. Tasks varied according to the size and

meaningfulness of the figure and the size and direction of

the displacement ripuired by the transformation. Slides were

easiest, horizontal displacements were easier than diagonal

ones, moderate displacements were easier than short (over-

lapping) or long ones, meaningful figures were generally

easier than non-meaningful ones, and large figures were

easier than small ones. The most frequent error VAS in the

orientation of the image.

..
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Kidder specifically investigated the concept oi length

invariance, Sixty children from grades 2, 3, and 4 were

first tested.for classical length conservation; they were

then asked to predict'the image of a 125 ma long stick *

under 12 given.trensformitions; the subject had first to

Choose a stidk-it thM'correct...length from five given, The
-

correct length'Was -chmiten 9 or more times by only i of the

31 consetvets. and' 4.:of.the 29 non-ooniervers, The auehor

suggesti that the IAA:ejects' conception of geometry was.at

an affine stage, so that they made images which were like

but not congruent to the original figures.

Perham trained e random half of a sample of 72 firstimgrade

students,on slides, flips, and.turns in 11 halfwihour seas.

sions, using tracing paper, geoboards and freemdrawing

activities in lecture-discussion and small group modes.

TL1 posttest consisted of 28 multiple.-Choice items and 52

drawing items; a transfer test of 23 items selected from

commercial spatial ability tests was also given, Training

appeared to be successful in teaching understanding of

horizontal and vertical slides and flips and vas somewhat

effective for turns, but there was no significant imprOve-

=ant in the understanding of diagonal slides or flips.

Transfer to spatial ability was restricted to items on

perspective.

(2) Two papers deal with "middle geometrics"--projective, affine,

and similarity geometries.

Fuson presents a critical analysis of the relevant experi-

ments from Piaget's Space and Geometry books, summarizes

the results, and suggests several areas where further

research would be valuable.

Martin reports a study on the conception of ratio. Forty

Children from Grades 3, 4, and 5 were shown a number of

models, each consisting of a rod with a fixed bead on it

dtviding the rod in the ratio 5:2. Twelve tasks tested the

41..
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child's ability to prederve this ratio on rods of different

lengths. The subject selected the appropriate model in five

tasks, placed a bead on a given rod in four, and drew a rod

and bead in three. A number of "helper stickS," of the same

length as the test models but marked off in seven congruent

subdivisions, were available to the subjects. Performance

among third and fourth giaders was very poor. Among fifth

graders, 7 out of 20 made correct responies to all nine of

the concrete tasks, and 9 made correct drawings. The "helper

sticks" were used by 30 percent, 50 percent, and 95 percent '

ef the children from Grades 3, 4,and 5, respectively.' The

most common error was to conserve the distance of the beed

from one end of the rod. .

C. Atudiesconcerrmas
Mayer and Johnson report three studies. The first study involved 120\

Children from preschool to third trade and confirmed the devalopental

order slide-flip-turn in contrast to the logical order in sihich flip. are

more primitive. The second study. with 84 subjects from Grade 5 to

college, found that locating a se les of four colored balls in a 4 x 4 x 4

cubical array was empirically more difficult than the logically more diffi-

cult tasks of locating it in a 7 x 7 square array or six 4 x 4 square

arrays. In the thil.d study, 120 fourth graders completed a self-

instructional unit which dealt with the definitions and elementary

properties of reflections and rotations. The results showltthat subjects

receiving advanced organizers scored significantly higher than those

receiving post organizers or no organizers. The authors argue that both

psydhological and mathematical structures must be taken into account when
o

desfgning curricula.

Dietz and Barnett gave Piaget's water-level and plumb-line tasks as

a group test to 236 elementary education majors. Only 43 percent drew

the water level horizontally, although 82 percent drew the plumb-line

correctly. A random sample of 55 subjects was interviewed. None of the

29 who had given incorrect responses to the water-level task could

justify their construction; 22 of them gave different responses when

asked to show the level on a tilted (empty) biottle. Ten of the 2 2 Could
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not iee that the surface of the water remained parallel to the table even

when it was demonstrated with a half-fuIl bottle,/

In the final research study, Fisher itivestigated the influence of

instructional materials on conceptual learning. Subjects were 168

students'from Grades 6 and 9 and college. At each level, stuients

were randomly assigned to one of three concepts ("altitude of a tries"-

gle,"."angle of incidence," and "complete 4-points") and then to one of

four instructional formats, In Format A, all figures were upright,

Format B, all were oblique; Format C began with upright figures and

changed to oblique figures; Format D reversed this order. The posttest

contained both upright and oblique figures, Scores on the upright fig.-

ures were generally higher than scores on the oblique figures, but there

was no significant-difference between the four instructional formats,

Abstractor's Comments

This book is a gold mine of information and ideas, and is a must

for everyone at the fosefront of research on spatial and geometrical

concepts as well as those who follow a little way behind. The standard

of the papers is unfformly high and demonstrates clear thinking on the

purposes and rationale of each research project, careful aRalysis and

interpretation, and a refreshing lack of inhibition as regards conjec-

ture and self-criticism. It is a pity that space does not allow the

eleven research studies separate abstracts in I.M.E.

Sone criticisms can, of course, be made. Weinzweig's paper is

long and heavily mathematical without any apparent relation to the

research reported in other papers, Dietz and Barnett's study is a

replication of Rebelsky (1964), to which no reference is made. Other

comments would be minor and out of place.

It appears that the idea of forming collaborative working groups

is paying dividends. Several of the papers in this collection might

have been regarded as narrow and trivial had they appeared in isolation,

but taken in context their value is obvious. The publication format

also has the advantage of allowing authors space to.-evaluate their own

procedures and interpret their results much more deeply than is

generally possible in a journal article,

4 0
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One goal of the Working Group is to avoid tha situation where

contacts between researchers are delayed until "a year or two after

projects have been completed and reports finally appear in journals or

at conferences." This isall very well for the in.group, but this book

covers research carried out in 1975,76, was published in 1978, and'is

now being reviewed in 1979-..no better than the standard schedule.

The strength of thia publication lies in the collation of so many

results and insights and the many perceptive suggestions for further

research; it is tantalizing for au outsider to wonder how much has been

done between 1976 and 1979 which he knows very little about. One hopes

that the Working Group, having asked individuals who are interested in

cooperating in the research effort to make contact with one of its

leaders (Lesh at Northwestern, Weinzweig at Illinois, or Stetfe at

Georgia), are able to handle the volume of applications.

Reference

Rebelsky, F. Adult Perception of the Horizontal. Perceptual and

Motor Skills 19: 371-374; 1964.

11=1.
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, Michaels, James W. EFFECTS OF DIFFERENTIAL REWARDING AAD SEX ONHHATH

i PERFORMANCE. Journal of Educational gsychology 70: 565-573; August

1978.

Abstract and comments prepared for 1.M.E. by BOYD,D. HOLTAN,

West Virginia University.

I. Purpose

The purpose of the study was to investigate the effect of reward for

reinforcement or comPetition and reward for individuals or groups upon

aChievement of the eolutiols of three.step mathematics problems. Sex

differences were also investigated under these conditions. The hypothe-

ses of the study were:

Hypothesis 1: Individual performance will vary directly with differ-

ential group rewarding, being higher in the differential group

rewarding conditions than in the nondifferential group rewarding

conditions.

Hypothesis 2: Individual performance will vary directly with

differential rewarding within groups, being higher as the individual

receives greater reward in the group.

Hypothesis 3: The mathematics performance of males will be higher

than that of females.
,'

Hypothesis 4: The matNgMatics performance of females will show

greater responsiveness to differential group and individual reward-

ing than will that of males.

2. Rationale

The study investigated four basic reward structures: lindividual and

group reward contingencies and individual and group competition. The

first two are associated with the reinforcement approach to structuring

rewards while the latter rwo are associated with the competition-

cooperation approach. Under reward contingencies, the probability of

magnitude of rewards for one unit is unrelated to ofher units but deter-

mined by previously ascertained criterion. Under compet"tion, the per-

formance of each unit is evaluated relative td the performance of other

4 674
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units and rewards allocated accordingly. Either of these two reWard'

trategies may be based upon group performance or upon performance of

an individual within a group.

Previous studiew are mixed as to the effectiveness of individual or

group rewa:d contingencies and comRetition CgiChaels, 1977). The liter-

ature on behavior modification documents effectiveness of both individual

and group reward contingencies in strengthening perforiance in schools.

Studies of reinforcement and competition have, for the most part, been

separate, but this study is designed to compare both in the context of

group and individual rewards

Based upon reviews such as Fennema and Sherman (1977) of academi-

cally related sex differences, males were expected to outperform females

on the mathematics task. It w,as also expected that females would perform

better with individual rewarding.
.0*

3. Research Design and Procedures

Two levels of differential group rewarding were paired with three

levels of differential individual rewarding within groups to form six

reward structures used as treatments. The reward was an amount of money

to be paid to each subject according to the reward structure assigned.

The two levels of group rewarding were:

nondifferential:

performance.

eaph group was paid the same regardless of group

differential: each group was paid in direct proportion to group

performance (like group piecewor rate.)

The three levels of differential rewarding of individualii within

groups were:

nondifferential: each group member waa paid the same.

moderate differential: group members were paid in proportion to

their relative performance in the group--if one menber contributed

60 percent of the total group performance, he or she got.60 percent

of the group pay.

high differential: the group member with the highest performance

got 75 percent of that total group pay.

4.1
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Table 1. Individual

In ividua Rewardin Within Grou s

Nan differential
andividualmoup_
nembers all paid
the same)

Mbderate dgler-
ential (Geoup
nembers paid
occordingtothefr
group contribuis
tion)

Hi h differ-
ential (top
group member
paid 75% of
group reward)

Neh differential
group rewarding
(Groups paid
identically)

Non differential
groupland indi-
vidual rewarding

Moderate individ-
ual competition

High indi-
vidual
competition

Differential
group rewarding
(Group 40-aid

relative to per-
formancl of othe
groups)

Group reward
(Group piece.
rate)

!

Individual reward
group co etition

Mixed indi-
vidusl cam-
petition and
group differ-
ential reward

Table 1 indicates the six treatment groups. Subjects were volunteers

recruited from summer school classrooms in a state university who were told
ft

that they had an opportunity to earn a variable amount of money ($4.00 to

$12.00) for one hour's participation in a pay system. Under constraints

of same sex and time availability, subjects were randomly assigned to

dyads which were randomly assigned to reward structure treatments. The

144 subjects were assigned to the six treatment cells, 12 males and 12

females in each.

Each subject was given 11 performance-pay trials. Each trial con-

sisted of the subject working for two minutes on a different set of 32

three-step mathematics problems, having them scored and being paid accord.-

ing to the treatment reward cell assignment. The non differential group

members each received $1.20 for each trial, while those in the differential

groups received $,04 for each vivect problem to be paid to members

accordingly.

The performance measure was the number of prolgene completed correctly.

The results were analyzed with a 2x2x3 factorial analysis of variance

design for effects due to sex, differential group rewarding, and differen-

tial individual rewarding systems.

4 4_
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4. yandinpis

The results of the ANOVA indicate that there were differences

between the sexes and between individual rewards, but not between

groups.

There Was am interaction _effect:between sex and grou2 rewardir4,

indicated; therefore, separate 2x3 ANOVA tests were run for males and

females.

Hypothesis I was supported only for females. Mathematics perfori.

mance of females varied directly with differential group rewarding, but

the performance of males vas higher when grompAremards were fixed*

Hypothesis 2 was supported for females but not for males. Females

performed better with individual rewarding within the group than males.

However, the females with moderate indiv4duaI rewarding within groups

performed higher than subjects in the hi h differential and the non

differential groups.

Hypothesis 3 was supported as higher mathematics performances were

found for males than females.

Hypotheris 4 was supported as the performance of females was more

responsive-to differential group and individual rewarding than males.

Interpretations

Only the mathematics performance of females responded to both gram

and individual rewarding. The performance of males did not respond

directly to either form of differential rewarding. Thus, immediate

performance feedback after each trial apparently provided a stronger

stimulus for spontaneous competition for males, producing higher per-

formance regardless of how group pay vas allocated between performers.

The researcher suggested that these findings may have implications

for reducing the sex gap in mathematics performance by operatiftnalizing

more explicit differential group or individual rewarding witil classrooms.

H. also suggested that the apparent spontaneous competition effect for

males should be tested further.

4 5
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Although the study does not provide definitive information about the

uses of differential rewarding and competition in general, it appears to

indicate that the sexes perform mathematics problems differently in

response to various reward strategies. Wiih the currant concern for

increasing the success of females in mathematics situations, this study

suggests use of group rewards end moderate within grouprevards for

females.

The riport indicated little about the task other than that the

subjects were givan sets of three-step mathematics problems toweek

There is the possibility that the type of problems or problem formats

may have had different effects on the groups&

References

Fennema, E. and Sherman, J. Sex-related Differences in Mathematics
Amhievement, Spatial Visualization and Affective Factors. American

Educational ResearCh Journal 14: 51-71; 1977,

Michaels, J. W. Classroom Reward Structures and Academic Performance.
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Nicholson A. R. MATHEMATICS AND LANGUAGE. Mathematics in School

6: 32-34. November 1977.

Abstract and comments pripared for by JAMES-M. SHERRILL,

University of British Columbia.

1. Purpose

.1. To develop tests that are simple to devise and.administer that

"make the concept involved in each item as clear &Ad straightforward as

possible and ... invite the pupil to give the correct term naming it."
4

2. To use the tests to estimate the'"understanding or ladk of

understanding of some of these words [selected mathematical terms)"

2. Rationale

In Lewis R. Aiken's article, "Language Factors in Learning Mahe-

=tics" (Aiken, 1972), he states that "It is generally recognized that

not only do linguistic abilities affect performance in mathematics but

that mathematics itself s a specialized language" (p. 359).

"In mathematics, as in mast other school subjects, key concepts

are referred to by specialized terms sucU as 'parallel,' 'factor,' or

'rotation'," In earlier research (Otterburn and Nicholson, 1976), the

author had gained "an indication of the extent of the difficulty that

pupils have with some of the words which are used commonly in

school mathematics ...".

3. Research Design and Procedures

The article reports the results of two investigations.

InVestigation I: An 18-item mathematics test was completed by

185 pupils being entered for CSE Mathematics [Certificate for Secondary

Education Mathematics--hbroadly the middle 50 percent of the whole

ability range"). Each item consisted of a problem concerning one of

the 18 selected terms from the CSE Mathematics syllabus. For example,

for tbe term "multiple" the item was "Give one example of a multiple

of 30.'1; for the term "parallelogram" the item was'"What is true about

the sides of a parallelogram?" The responses were categorized as

4 7
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Correct, Blank, or Confused. The results were organised according to

percent of responses judged as Correct.

Investigation II: A 24-item test was completed by 46 students

using the Northern Ireland CSE Syllabus A Maths. The test wes the

completion items in Mathematics Test L2. The results of 6 of the 24

items were not analyzed since the ierms were not on the syllabus for

the Syllabus A mathematics course, which is "sore or less traditional

mathematics." An example of a test item follows: "The numbers 60,

90, 120, 150 are all said to be of 30." The responses were

categorized as being Acceptable, Neutral, Blank, or Confused. The

results were grouped according to the number of responses judged

Acceptable. The results were based on a pilot study in one school.

4. Finding!.

Investigation I: One-third of the terms were "well-understood"

(% Correct t 81.5 percent); one-hird were reasonably understood, but

the students showed increasing confusion (55 percent< % Correct/

75.5 percent); and one-third were poorly understood (% Correct <41

percent).

Investigation II: Half of the terms were understood (0 Acceptable

> 22) and half were poorly understood (PAcceptable4 18).

5. Interpretations

"These pupils who enter for CSE mathematics have significant

difficulties in understanding some of the mathematical terms in common

use."

For each investigation "... any teacher can devise his own test

... to diagnose the availability or otherwise to pupils of acceptable

linguistic terms for mathematical concepts."

Abstractor's Comments

The author mentions several times in the three-page article that

"The intention was to discover whether a pupil understood the term

rather than to assess his mathematical ability" or whether the pupil

"appears to understand the concept." The object was to see if the

pupil could "give the correct term naming it Ithe concept]."

4 8
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The results of both iavestigations were completely dependent on ,

the terms selected, the point in the course when the testing was implee

muted, and how successful the test developers were in making fir each

item as clear and straightforward as possible ...". I'm not convinced

that a student who puts the term "square" in the following blank is all

that confused: "A four-sided figure whose sides are all of equal

length is called a a

The author seemed to want the results to divide the list of terms

into equal-sized-groups. Both lists appear to be divided based on the

number of items in each group rather than on performance as stated.

In Investigation II the difference in performance level between the

lowest ranked term in the top group and the highest ranked term in

the bottom group is 9 percent. If he had divided the list three

items higher, the difference would have been 20 percent,

The author chose to stay at a superficial level for his study of

language factors (i.e., choosing the correct term with no considera-

tion of concept understanding). The investigations add little or no

information to the area discussed in Aiken's article (Aiken, 1972)

which was part of the stated rationale for the studies.

References

Aiken, Lewis R., Jr. Language Factors in Learning Mathematics.

Review of Educational Research 42: 359-386; 1972.
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Renner, John W.; Sutherland, Joan; Grant, Rcrilie; and Lawion, Anton E.

DISPLACEMENT VOLUME, AN INDICATOR OF EARLY FORMAL THOUGHT: DEVELOPING

A PAPER-AND-PENCIL TEST. School Science and.Mathematics 78: 297-303;

April 1978.

Abstract and comments prepared for I,114E. by RANDALL I, CHARLES,

Wood County Publie Schools, West VIrglsriar,

1. :Purpose

The purposes were "(1) to evaluate the use of Piagetls Displacement

Volume task as an indicator of early formal reasoning and (2) to develop

a valid paper-and-pencil task to measure the same reasoning without the

time-consuming limitations of individual interviews."

2. Rationale

In the opinion of the authors, many of the concepts in science and

mathematics textbooks at grade 4 and above can only be understood by

those who are capable of "formal reasoning." One study suggests that

Ss capable of demonstrating formal reasoning ability on Piagetian tasks
.Nwir

can understand "formal concepts in science." The development of a

valid paper-and-pencil task to assess formai reasoning would enable a

teacher in a brief period of time to diagnose students' reasoning and

subsequently select course content.

3. Research Design and Procedures

A sample of 586 seventh- through twelfth-grade Se was randomly

selected from across the State of Oklahoma and used to evaluate the

Displacement Volume task. EachSswas individually administered three
Amp'

tasks:

(1) Displacement Volume. Ss were shown two identical glass con-

tainers partially filled with equal amounts of water. Next,

Ss were handed two metal cylinders of equal volume but

different masses. The experimenter lowered the lighter

cylinder into the glass container and the rise in water

level was noted. Ss were asked to predict the rise inAiiater

level when the heavier cylinder is placed in the container.
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Ss who made the correct prediction were said to be capable

of formal reasoning. If an.incorrect prediction w4as made,

the heavier cylinder ws placed in the container. Ss who

now correctly explained the displacement were rated late

concrete and those who did not correctly explain the dim.

placement were rated as early concrete.

(2) Sinking and Floating. Ss were given one large, heavy block

and one small, light block and asked whether they would sink

or float. After justifying their classification, Ss experi-

mented with the blocks and were then amked to suggest a rule

governing the sinking or floating of blocks. Ss vho success-

fully related observations to a general rule were categorized

as formal operational.

(3) Pendulum. The procedures used for administering this task are

not discussed.

A sample of 118 eleventh-grade Ss, 46 sixth-grade Ss, and 25 fifth-

grade Ss was used to validate a paper-and-pencil instrument developed by

the investigators. Groups of Ss were administered a four-item Displace-

ment Volume paper-and-pencil test. After completing the test, S. were

individually interviewed on the Displacement Volume task described above.

Item 1 on the paper-and-pencil test showed the S two identical graduated

cylinders partially filled with water and two congruent circles repre-

senting glass and steel marbles. A discussion comparing the objects was

provided. Item 2 showed one cylinder with.the glass marble submerged

and a higher water level. Cylinder 2 WA identical to that shown in

item 1. Item 3 asked the S to describe the results when the steel ball

WAS placed in cylinder 2, and item 4 asked for a justification of the

response to item 3. Responses on the paper.and.-pencil task were rated

as evidence of formal or concrete reasoning.

4. Findirgs

The findings for both parts of the study were reported by grade

level and for the total group. The authors' discusgTion of the findings

was limited to the total group.
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It to difficult to believe that this study was the first to investigate

these interview tasks.

There are several other serious weaknisses and questions related

to this study which severely limit the value of the research reported:

(1) The terms "formal reasoning," "early fornal reasoning," and

"fully formal reasoning" are not clearly defined.

-(2) The samples of students are not adequately described, One

sample "was drawn from a school with students of average I.Q.

120." What About the other student.? Why were grades 7

through 12 used? Why wereet the same grades used in both

parts of the study? Why weren't the findings across grade

levels discussed?

(3) Were the interview tasks presented in the same sequence to all

Ss? Does performance on one tisk affect performance on smother?

The paper-and-pencil test was given to all Ss immediately before

the individual interview task. Does Che time between tasks and/

or the order of presentation affect responses?

(4) The readability of the paper-end-pencil test was piloted with

eleventh- end twelfth-grade Ss and college freshmen. In the

final study, test was administered to fifth- and sixth-

grade Ss.

(5) The authors suggest that all three interview tasks can provide

evidence of formal reasoning. If this is true, one would

expect consistent responses across tanks for an individual

S. Did this happen?
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Ruasac, R. J. THE RELATION BETWEEN TWO STRATEGIES OF CARDINAL NUMBER:

CORRESPONDENCE AND COUNTING. Child Development 49t 728-735;

September 1978.

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by MARKITA PRICE GULLIVER,

Stephens College, Columbia, MO.

1. Purpose

The study was designed to investigate "acquisitional relations

between two strategies of cardinal number: correspondence and counting"

(p. 728). The investigator compared the strategies of kindergarten,

first-land second-grade children using equivalent and nonequivalent sets.

2. Rationale

Piaget [and Szeminsksj(1965), using the conservation of tmber

paradigm, concluded that "conservation ability requires both cardinal

and ordinal understanding" (p. 729). Brainerd (1973), using slightly

different tasks, found that ordinal concepts developed earlier than

cardinal concepts. While Pisget apparently allowed his subjects to

count, Braiurd did not. Pieget assumed that the counting had little

meaning unless supported by cognitive structures demonstrated by the

ability to conserve number. On the other hand, Gelman (1972, 1975)

argued that cardinal ability is explpined by assuming a counting stra-

tegy in children ages 3 to 6. However, Gelman used sets of two or

three elements. For sets, this small perceived cardinality or direct

discrimination of cardinality becomes a confounding factor. Thus, the

resent study used sets of seven to ten elements.

During the standard conservation-of-number tasks, critics note

that children sometimes attend to number-irrelevant cues. The children

in the prevent study had a "collinear correspondence" task in which

they paired elements from two sets into a single linear array. This

eliminated problems involving "static" configurations such as those

in Brainerd's study (1973) and the problems of the standard conserystion-

of-number tasks. Hcwever, the latter task was inc1q4ed in the present

study to compare to the "collinear correspondence" task.

5 3
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Research Design and Procedures
1

The design was 2 (correspondencexs. counting) x 2 (equivalency

vs.nonequtvalency). Nongquivalency was examined with respect to both

asymmetric and transitive'relations. Ten boys and ten girls were

sampled from each grade level: kindergarten, first, and second. Half

the kindergarten children were from private school; all others were

from public schools in the Phoenix area.

Materials consisted of 15 blue and 7 red poker chips, a plastic

container and 4 cardboard strips with 7, 8, 9, or 10 centered, equally

spaced red dots. The dots and the spaces between them were the sizeof

the chips.

Children were individually given five randomay sequenced tasks.

Prior to the tasks the kindergarten children were asked to count to 10

and to identify red and blue. The tasks and scoring were as follows:

a. Equivalence by counting (4 points total). Child counted an

equivalent number of blue chips into the container when shown

red dots on cardboard strip.

b. Equivalence by correspondence (4 points total). Child placed

equivalent number of blue chips next to, but not on top of,

red dots on strip. Any sign of counting was interrupted.

Both equivalency tasks used a random sequence of the four cardboard

strips.

c. Nonequivalence by counting (3 points total). Child counted 7

red dots on cardboard strip and 8 blue chips and responded to

question, "Are there more red dots, or more blue chips, or as

many of both?" The strip was then placed face down. The task

was repeated with the 9 red dot strip and 8 blue chips. With

both strips face down and the blue chips removed, child

responded to transitive question about the strips. Child had

to remember the number of red dots on each strip and answer

which strip had more.

d. Nonequivalence by correspondence (3 points total). Child

placed 8 blue chips on ihe 7 red dot strip,next to dots and

answered same question as in task 3. Again the strip was

placed face down. The task was repeated with the 9 red dot

5 4
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strip and 8 blue chips. With both strips face down and chips

removed, child responded to question of which set had more or

were there as many of both.

e. Conservation of number (2 points total). Child watched as 7

red chips were placed in a row. Child made an equal row of

blue chips (1 point). One row was spatially rearranged and

child was asked, "Are there more red chips, or blue chips, or

as many in both places?" Procedure vas repeated with the other

raw being rearranged. Child had to explain responses (I point).

Scores on all eight measures (equivalence by counting, equivalence by

torrespondence, asymmetry by counting, asymmetry by correspondence,

transitivity by counting, transitivity by correspondence, conservation

of number, and pretransformation by correspondence) were made dichoto-

mous. A child passed the equivalence and asymmetric tasks if correct

on all trials. The other four tasks were already dichotomous.

4. Findings

Scores were converted to proportion correct on the eight measures.

Means and standard deviations were reported for each grade level. Pre-

liminary analysis showed no effect for sex or sex by grade interaction,

and these factors were therefore ignored on subsequent analyses.

"Kindergarten children differed significantly from first and second

graders on equivalency by correspondence, F(1,57) 14.93, p .003; con-

servation of number, F(1,57) 7.11, p< .01; and asymmetry by counting,

F(1,57) 9.10, p< .004. First graders performed significantly less

well than second graders on equivalency by correspondence, F(I,57)

11.20, p< .002; and asymmetry by correspondence, F(1,57) 6.26, p.<.02"

(pp. 731-732). An order analysis procedure was used to determine a hier-

archical ordering of the tasks. The resulting diagram showed that

It counting tasks wgre easier than correspondence tasks, while equivalency

by correspondence proved to be the most difficult procedure for children

in this study" (p. 732). Transitivity tasks were not included in the

order analysis because the scores were spuriously high.
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5. Interpretatians

"The findings of this investigation support Brainerd's (1978) con-

tention that conservation of number is an intermediate step in children's

understanding of quantitative correspondence...(ind) the finding that

ability to determine asymmetric cardinal relations appear prior to appro-

priate judgments of equivalent relations when correspondence is the

strategy used" (p. 732). The author discussed why the similar results

from Brainerd's static correspondence and the collinear correspondence

tasks differ substantially from the results obtained from conservation

of nuMber tasks. In the main, the children of the present 'study and

irainerd's failed to use a nonperceptual pairing strategy.

The author also discussed at length the reasons for the hi h trans-

itive scores and for their exclusion from ihe order analysis. Forty

percent of the children correctly answered the transitive question but

failed to answer the asymmetric questions correctly. Since transitivity

assumes an understanding of asymmetric relations, tbe transitive data

were not analyzed. The author also discussed the limitations of the

study: the conservative scoring and the wording 'of theprompts in the

correspondence tasks.

Abstractor's Comments

Russac has attempted a difficult task, that of investigating hier-

archies of learning or relative acquisition of mathematical concepts.

The question'of whether counting or correspondence is understood first

is an important one for an understanding of how the concept of number

is learned. This, of course, has implications for mathematics educa-

tion and the teaching of early number concepts. There are, however,

several questions this reader had about the study,

1. Was there a pilot study? If so, why wasn't the problem of tht:

transitive question noticed then? Russac is to be commended for look-

ing at the quality of the data before blindly analyzing it. Too many

investigators fail to ask whether the raw data actually have meaning

before applying the most sophisticated of analysis techniques. From

the discussion of the problem, it appeared that the children were using

the perceptual cue of length of the line of r2d dots to decide which of
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the 7- or 9-dot sets had more dots, Using strips in which the relative

number of dots conflicted with length-density cues may have changed the

results.

In addition, a pilot study would have revealed the need for word

cues in' the correspondence tasks. As the author noted, children were

told to "count" in the,counting tasks, but there was no similar help

such as "match" or,"pair," in the correspondence tasks. These simple

changes Will improve the replicated study.

2, Were the reported F-ratios the results of post4toc contrasts

(Scheffe, Tukey)? In any case, the degrees of freedom for the

.1? statistic should have been 2 and 57 rather than 1 and 57, since

there were three groups of children. An incorrect reporting (or

uncorrected typing) of simple statistics casts doubt upon the rest

of thd analysis.

3. What was the specific definition'of "perceptual" and "non-

perceptual"? From the context it appeared that a perceptual pairing

meant one in which the dots or chips were on top of one another, in

parallel rows next to one another, or in sone regular spatial arrange-

ment. Nonperceptual should mean that the child used pointing or same

mental means of pairing the sets. Russac also included the particular

"collinear correspondence" used in the experiment as a nouperceptual

pairing. Actually the "collinear correspondence" seemed to be both

perceptual and nonperceptual (assuming'the abstractor gleaned the

proper definition from the text). It was perceptual in that the chips

were physically placed next to the dots; it was nonperceptual in that

the child had to remember which chip was paired with which dot.

The results supporting Brainerd and differing from Piaget hinge

entirely on the "collinear correspondence" task the children had to

perform correctly to show understanding of equivalence by correspon-

dence. Besides not knowing exactly what the adult wrinted the child

to do' with the red dots or blue chips, the child may have been very

frustrated with the admonition not to count nor to put the chips on

top .ef the dots. As Russac mentioned when discussing this limitation,

use of the words "match" or "pair" may have eliminated some of the

problems. However, most of the problems seemed to occur because the
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children had never made arrays before, whereas the children appeared

to have made correspondences in parallel rows since they had little

difficulty in the pretranaformation correspondence task.

Russac included the pretransformation correspondence task before

the conservation of number task to attempt to determine the relalion

between that correspondence and the "collinear correspondence" talk.

The order analysis indicated that the pretrandformation.correspondence

VAS acquired before conservation of number, which in turn is acquired

before equivalence by correspondence. Since both correspondence tasks

are comparing equivalent sets with only differing methods.of corres-

pondence, might not an alternate interpretation of the analysis be

possible? Children in the early grades do many acttAties which

involve pairing or matching equal _sets. They also do many worksheets

matching nuMber symbols to pictures of sets. Almost all of these tasks

usually involve a regular spatial arrangement of the sets. Thus, the

order analysis nay only reveal that equivalence by correspondence pre-

cedes conservation of number if the correspondence is a familiar one,

while it is acquired after conservation of number if the particular

correspondence required is an unfamiliar type". If the children of

the study had experience with many types of correspondence tasks, the
N,

hierarchy of acquisition of the concepts of cardinal nuMber may have

been different.

Russac's results indicated that counting w-as acquired before corres-

pondence and conservation of number, contrary to the results of Piaget.

Row much does "Sesame Street" influence the counting of American

children? Is there any child who has not been indoctrinated with rote

counting from the time he or she began watching television? Will mathe-

matics education researchers ever be able to determine acquisitional

relationi between counting and correspondence?
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Shain, Mary H. ASSESSING AVAILABILITY FOR BASIC SKILL DEVELOPMENT EN

THE ADOPTION OF ANEW CURR/COLUM. Paper presented at the Annual Meet-
ing of the American Educational^Rasearch Association, March 1978,

ERIC: ED 158 374.

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M4E, by JOHN TARR,
UniVersity of Northern Iowa.

1. tUrpose

The purpose of this study was to determine the effect on students'

mg basic skill development of using the innovative curriculum called Unified

Science and'Mathematics for Elementary Schools (MWES). Six basic skill

areas - -reading comprehension, mathematics ipplicatian, mathematics con-

cepts, science, and social science--were included in the investigation.

In the study USMES vas used in elementary school grades which were gr

into thr0e blocks: 2.4, 5-6, and 7-8. The effects vere measured b7 pre-

testing in tile \fall and poettesting in the spring.

2. Rationale

USMES units are designed to engage elementary school studenta in

long-range, complex investigations of real and practical probleme taken

from their school or community environment. Students are supposed to gain

competence in problem solving in a manner that gives them an understanding

of the problem.solving process as well as the alquisition of basic skills

and concepts.

In the economic and political climate in which USMES was implemented,

e4pcators were forced to take cautious views of new programs, particularly

if the programs might detract from efforts to teach basic skills. A

significant portion of the evaluation of USMES involved assessing the

effects of USMES on students' basic skill development.

The "back-to-basics" movement which swept the country during the

1970s, coupled with the relative ease of measuring basic Skills objec-

tives, likely account for the tendency to focus accountability programs

narrowly on lower level cognitive goals, while excluding attention to the

difficult-to-measure higher mental processes and elusive affective goals.

The USMES curriculum did not escape the pressure to remain successfully
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accountable for students' basic skill development. USMES developers

and evaluators had to seek evidence that the USMES students performed

at least as well as non.USMES students in the basic skills..

3. Itesearces
To deteimine thet effect of gsmEs on the development of basicz,skills,

a study was made of USMES classes and non-USMES classes. USMES teachers

from 15 geographic areas were seleeted to achieve a national sample of

USMES classes representing a cross«sectien of grade levels, soeioeconomic

levels, and USMES units. Control classes came from non.USMES schools

which were located in the same or neighborinvcommunities as the pISMES

schools. The control classes were selected to match the USMES sample

classes, one-for-one, on the bases of grade level, socioeconomic level,

geographic area, and general features of the schools' programs. Although

the investigation intended to use a sample of 40 USMES classes and 40

control classes, diffictilties in data collection resulted in usable

returns from at most 60 classes for any ef the subtests,

Six subtexts of the Stanford Achievement Test (SAT) series were used.

Reading Comprehension and Mathematics Computatien subtests were adminis-

tered in all the classes. MAthematica Coecepts and Science subtests were

administered in halt of the classes; Mathematics Application and Social

Science subtests were given in the other classes. A scaled score was

obtained for each student for each of four subtests the student took.

The scaled score supposedly offered a system of inter.battery standard

scores with comparability across levels for a test area. The unit of

analysis was the classroom.

Pretests were given in late September and early October; posttests

were given during the following MAy. Various levels of the test were

employed, one per class. Grades were grouped into three blocks: 2.4,

5-6, and 7.8.

Thus the study involved three independent variables: treatment

(USMES, non-USMES), grade (three blocks), and administration. (Fall,

Spring). It involved six independent variables..classroam means of

scaled scores on each of six SAT subsets.
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The data for each subtest were submitted to a repeated measure

analysis of variance to investigate whether classes from either treat-

ment group realized statistically significant gains in any of the six

subtest areas from fall to spring. Also, across the six analyses,

24 intera,tion effects were tested.

4 Ilpdings

Results from the six repeated measures analyse. of variance are

summarized in the'following table. Complete ANOVA tables and tables

of cell means and standard deviations from the analysis of.eadh sUbtest

are given in the final report to the National Science Foundation on the

evaluation of USMES (Shenn et al. 1975). These data were not inauded

in this report.

Summary of Significant Results of Repeated Measures
Analyses of Variance on Six SAT Subtests

Subtest Treatment ^frade Pre-Post Itteractions

Reading Com-
prehension

60 N.S. p<0.0001 p<0.0001, GRAE, p<0.05

Mathematics
Computation 58 N.S. p< 0.0001 p< 0,0001 GX/143,, p<0.0001

Mathematics
Application 22 N.S. p<0.0001 p<O.ol none

Mathematics
Concepts 31 N.S. p < ,0001 N.S. none

Science 29 M.S. p<0.000l p< 0.01 none

Social Science 25 N.S. p<0,0001 p< 0,01 GXA.
5,

p<0,05

TEAf, p<0,05

a number of classes; class means were used as the unit of analysis

bUSMES versus non-USMES
cGrades were grouped into three blocks: 2-4; 5-6; and 7.8.

4These were Fall and Spring administrations of the SAT subtests.

eInteraction of grade with test administration
fInteraction of treatment with test administration
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-There were highly significant increases (p<0.0001) in all .six sub -

test measures from the lower to higher elementary grades for both treat-

ment groups. Also, significant increases ft-iim pretest to posttest

administration for both treatment groups vithin each grade level were

found for all but one subtest, Mathemailcs Concepts, There were no

significant treatment differences.' Although the.observed treatment

differenees consistently favored USHgS these differences were not

statistically significant.

Twenty of the 24 interaction effects tested were not significant,

The analysis for Reading Comprehension and for Mathematics Computation

subtest scores each produced a significant grade-by-administration

interaction. In Reading Comprehension, the preepost mean gains for the

three grade blocks, 2-4, 5-6, and 7-8, were 12, 7, and 1 points, respec-

tively. In Mathematics Computation, the preepost mean gains by grade

level were 12, 6, and 0.2.

The other two significant interaction effects were observed from

the analysis of social,?cience subteat scores, Although the USMES

groups at all three blocks of grade levels showed gains from pretest

to posttest, their rate of growth declined for the seventh and eighth

grades. Changes in control group pre-tcepost scores varied erratically

by grade blocks--some no change, sone higher, some declines,

5. Interpretations

With the exception of the two interaction effects from the analysis

of the social science subtest scores, the results from the repeated

measures anelyses presented no surprises; they conformed solidly with

the results one should expect.

.The highly significant increases in all subtest measures from the

lower to higher elementary grades for both treatment groups were con-

sietent with expected growth patterns for these areas of achievement.

One would expect seventh- and eighth-grade classes to score higher than

second- and third-grade classes and, in this study, they did.

The sIgnificant growth patterns from pretest to posttest are what

one would hope to find for both treatment groups. That is, one would

expect scores to be higher in the spring than,in the previous fall.

6
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In this study, significant increases were found in all but one eubtest,

Mathematics Concepts.

Sophisticated analyees were not needed to ascertain that the

national sample of USMES classes performed at least as well as their

control matches an the six selected subtests. USMES students had not

been deprived of instruction in the basic skills and, in some cases,

they may have received more instruction than non.USMES students. Thus,

in the mathematics and science skills area, USlaS should not have been

interfering with skill and concept development, but rather, adding to

it. The results of this study are, therefore, not surprising.

The grade.br-test administration interaction effects noted for

Reading Comprehension and for Mathematics Computation may be a function

of a ceiling effect of these subtests and on lesser attention devoted to

these subjects over the years of a school's program. Also, these two

significant interaction effects mirror the growth curves for these basic

skills, The rwo interaction effects from the analysis of the social

science subtest scores were surprising, No explanation was offered.

Abstractor's Comments

Mary Shaun has clearly presented the problem, methodology, findings,

and implications of the study of the effect of USMES on the basic skills.

One might ask if this study was necessary. In a time wten "basics"

are stressed, everythitg else is questioned. Perhaps in another era we

might question whether instruction in "the basics" interferes with the

students' competence in complex problem solving. Do students in a

particular mathematics or science program perform at least as well as

other students on tests measuring problem-solving competence? For the

1970s, however, the study was necessary and its results should allay the

fears of those protecting the basic skills.

The s'cudy appropriately used the classroom as the unit of analysis

and care was taken to select a large enough sample so that the number in

each cell was sufficient. The cantrol classrooms appear to have been

matched carefully to the USMES classrooms. Is it possible, however, that

teachers electing to use USMES materials differ in some way from those

who do not elect to use USMES materials? Couid teachers who had volun-

teered to use USMES materials have been used as controls?
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'The results of the study suggest that.USMES is "safe"; performance

in.the basic skills was not lowered. One might question what the impli-

cations would have been if the basic skilli scores were significantly

lower for USMES classes. What price would we be willing to pay for

improved competence in complex problem solving?

Time given to instruction in the basic skills apparently was

affected very little by the introductioiat LIMES units. Where then

did the time come from? Since the length of the chool day likely

remained the same, was USMES Instructional time taken froM music, art,

or physical education?

The investigator raised a question about the scaling procedures

used. The USMES evaluators were concerned that the formulas given by

the SAT test developers had not achieved comparability of translated,

scaled scores across test levels for a given test area. This may have

been responsible for the lack of homogeneity of variance experienced in

this study. Although it was beyond the scope of the USMES evaluation

to test this hypothesis, it deserves further study. The investigator

suggests how such a study sight be structured.

The need for more objective instruments to measure problem-solving

skills was noted by the investigator. New instrument development for

complex problem solving has become a thrust of the USMES evaluation

team's efforts since a valid accounting of the program's worth is

dependent on a valid measure of complex problem solving. The develop,

ment of new tests to measure students' achievement in various aspects

of problem solving deserves the concerted attention of the evaluation

community.
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